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In Europe 40% of all deaths in patients 75 years or younger 
are related to cardiovascular disease. Among these, sudden 
cardiac arrest (SCA) is a medical emergency, most often 
caused by coronary artery disease. The incidence of an 
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) in Europe is 38 per 
100,000 inhabitants per year (1). The incidence of in hospital 
cardiac arrest (IHCA) varies between 1-5 cases per 1,000 
admissions. 

In most cases of SCA, pulseless ventricular tachycardia 
(VT) or ventricular fibrillation (VF) is the initial rhythm. 
Starting cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) including 
cardiac defibrillation may result in return of spontaneous 
circulation (ROSC) (2). If not treated immediately, a 
depletion of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) will occur with 
consecutive conversion into asystole or pulseless electric 
activity (PEA) (3). 

Depending on the initial heart rhythm, survival rates to 
hospital discharge may vary widely. About 21.2% of people 

suffering SCA may survive if the initial rhythm is VF or 
VT (4). In contrast, if the initial rhythm is asystole or PEA, 
only 11.5% of in hospital SCA will survive to hospital 
discharge. 

The first goal of resuscitation is to reestablish sufficient 
circulation to supply brain and vital organs with oxygen. 
Chest compressions and external defibrillation are the 
first line of external circulatory support. Kouwenhoven 
provided the first clinical evidence of efficacy of external 
manual chest compressions in 1960 (5). Over the course of 
time, guidelines were developed and modified regarding 
frequency, compression depth and ratio of ventilation to 
chest compression. The European Resuscitation Council 
(ERC) and the American Heart Association (AHA) 
continuously edit these guidelines (6,7). Although early 
defibrillation is the most important factor influencing 
survival, nearly every resuscitation requires external chest 
compressions as well. The basic principle of external chest 
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compression is rhythmical administration of a force, either 
punctual to the sternum or circumferential around the chest, 
to generate blood flow by increasing intrathoracic pressure. 
Two theories are based on this principle: the heart pump 
theory (8) and the thoracic pump theory (9). The heart 
pump theory postulates that blood flow during resuscitation 
is achieved by direct compression of the heart against the 
spine. The thoracic pump theory assumes that blood flow 
is induced by indirect compression and decompression of 
the heart through changes of intrathoracic pressure. During 
decompression, the chest should be allowed to recoil 
completely to provide adequate filling of the heart (6,7). 

A key determinant in CPR to reestablish organ perfusion 
is the efficacy of external chest compressions. Sufficient 
perfusion of the coronary arteries is needed to restore ATP 
levels in the myocardium and thereby increase chances 
for successful defibrillation. Coronary perfusion pressures 
(CPP) above 15 mmHg are associated with a higher 
incidence of ROSC (10-12). 

The gold standard in external chest compressions during 
resuscitation is manual compressions with a frequency 
between 100 and 120 compressions/min and a compression 
depth of 5 cm. However, several studies showed that 
even professional rescuers are not able to perform high 
quality chest compressions over a longer period of time 
without tiring. Abella and colleagues showed that chest 
compressions performed during in-hospital resuscitation 
did not meet the recommended frequency in 30% of the 
cases and not the required depth in 40% (13). Weariness 
starts approximately after 1 min of CPR with a continuous 
drop in quality afterwards. During the first 3 min, adequate 
compressions with regard to depth and frequency decreased 
significantly from 92% to 67% and 39%, respectively, 
and even to 18% after 5 min (14). This underlines that 
effectiveness of manual chest compressions is to a great 
extend influenced by the rescuer's endurance. As a 
consequence, recommendations are to alternate between 
rescuers every 2 min during chest compressions, if possible 
(6,7). In addition, manual resuscitation approximately 
provides only a third of the regular blood flow to the brain 
and 20% of the regular blood flow to the heart (15). 

Another major drawback of manual CPR is the need 
to interrupt chest compressions, i.e., for defibrillation or 
during transport. This leads to an accumulation of no-
flow time. A direct inverse relationship exists between 
duration of chest compression interruptions and short-term 
survival (16,17), caused by inadequate cerebral and coronary 
perfusion (18). 

The use of mechanical resuscitation devices offers a 
potential solution to minimize these periods of no flow and 
to provide improved systemic and coronary perfusion in 
comparison to manual chest compressions. In 1908, Pike 
provided the first description of a machine performing 
rhythmical chest compressions in animals (19). The first 
mechanically driven chest “presses” were introduced in 
the 1960’s (20-22). Since then, a steady development has 
taken place leading to more lightweight and user friendly 
devices with the idea to provide constant high-quality 
chest compressions while minimizing periods of no flow. 
In an experimental setting, Rubertsson and colleagues 
provided evidence that mechanical resuscitation with a 
Lund University Cardiac Assist System (LUCAS) 1 device 
resulted in significantly improved cortical cerebral blood 
flow and end- tidal CO2 concentration compared to manual 
chest compressions (23). Liao and coworkers were able to 
demonstrate significantly higher CPP in the mechanical 
resuscitation group with CPP of 20 mmHg compared to 
manual chest compressions with CPP of 5 mmHg (24). 
Wagner and colleagues verified a good correlation between 
CPP and average peak coronary flow velocity as time-
averaged value of the instantaneous peak velocity samples 
over the last 2 cardiac cycles in centimeters per second. In 
their experimental setting they used a porcine model for CPR 
with a LUCAS device and achieved even higher coronary 
blood flow velocities with mechanical chest compressions 
compared to baseline, defined as measurement after induction 
of anesthesia and completion of instrumentation (25).

In this review we will focus on two modern tools already 
in clinical use: LUCAS (Physio Control, Redmond, 
WA, USA) and the AutoPulse Device (ZollMedical, 
Chelmsford, USA). 

The Lund University Cardiac Assist System (LUCAS)

The LUCAS I device consists of a pneumatic cylinder 
mounted on two legs, connected to a stiff back plate. 
A silicone rubber suction cup attached to a pneumatic 
cylinder transfers the force to the chest, thereby providing 
active compression and decompression (26). A fully 
pneumatic driven device was first launched in Europe in 
2003 and later, after some modifications, also in the US, 
Japan and other countries. Due to laborious handling with 
the gas cylinder and a high consumption of compressed air, 
a second generation device of the LUCAS was introduced 
and launched in 2009 as a fully electrical operated device 
(Figure 1). The compression frequency and depth are 
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consistent with the guidelines (6,7) and allow complete 
recoil of the chest after compression. 

An overview of relevant literature pertaining to the 
LUCAS device is given in Table 1. Currently there are only 
two randomized controlled trials (RCT) investigating the 
effect of the LUCAS device. The LINC trial (LUCAS 
in cardiac arrest) was conducted as a multicenter RCT 
between 2008 and 2013 and provides data of 2,589 patients 
divided in two subgroups (29). A total of 1,300 patients were 
included to undergo resuscitation with a LUCAS device, 
compared to 1,289 patients being resuscitated manually. 
Inclusion criteria were: adult patients suffering from an 
unexpected non-traumatic OHCA. Exclusion criteria 
were cardiac arrest due to trauma, age under 18, known 
pregnancy and physiologic constitution unsuitable for 
application of the LUCAS device. Primary objective was the 
assessment of an advantage in 4-h survival after successful 
ROSC within the group undergoing mechanical CPR. 
Secondary endpoints were: ROSC, arrival at emergency 
department and neurological outcome after discharge from 
intensive care unit, hospital discharge and 1 and 6 months 
after the event. Both groups underwent manual chest 
compressions during the process of randomization. Within 
the group of patients allocated to mechanical resuscitation, 
manual CPR was continued until the LUCAS was installed. 
Within the group of patients receiving only manual CPR, 
CPR was performed according to the 2005 ERC guidelines. 
For the primary outcome of 4-h survival after ROSC, 
no significant difference (P<0.99) was observed between 
patients in the mechanical CPR group (307/1300; 23.6%) 
and patients undergoing manual CPR (305/1,289; 23.7%). 

Additionally, no significant differences for any of the 
secondary endpoints were observed. 

A second RCT, the Prehospital Randomised Assessment 
of Mechanical Compression Device in Cardiac Arrest 
(PaRaMeDIC) study (30), was published recently. This 
trial was conducted to evaluate the effects of mechanical 
CPR using the LUCAS-2 on mortality and morbidity in 
patients suffering from OHCA. A total of 4,471 patients 
were included in the study: 1,652 assigned to the LUCAS-2 
group and 2,819 to manual resuscitation. The primary 
endpoint was 30-day survival after cardiac arrest. Secondary 
endpoints were: survived event (ROSC), survival at 3 and 
12 months and survival with favorable neurologic outcome 
at 3 months, defined by Cerebral Performance Category 
score of 1 or 2. Participating emergency vehicles were 
randomized in either vehicles carrying a LUCAS-2 device 
or vehicles performing manual CPR. Inclusion criteria 
were: adult patients suffering from non- traumatic OHCA. 
Survival after 30 days was similar between both groups 
with 104/1,652 patients (6%) in the LUCAS-2 group and 
193/2,819 patients. in the control group. No significant 
differences for secondary endpoints were detected.

As to the potential risk for injuries to the ribs, sternum 
or internal organs (e.g., liver rupture) for patients 
undergoing CPR, either manually or with a LUCAS 
device, recent studies did not show any differences between 
manual resuscitation and mechanical compression (31-33). 
Although fatal complications using a LUCAS device have 
been reported (34,35), the overall incidence compared to 
manual resuscitation is not increased. Nevertheless it is 
mandatory to check the correct anatomic positioning of 

Figure 1 (A) LUCAS II; (B) patient is placed on the board. Chest compressions are performed by the rubber cup. Copyright of the picture 
by Physio Control.

A B
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the device during the process of mechanical resuscitation 
regularly. 

AutoPulse

The AutoPulse device consists of a backboard with an 
attached motor and a load-distributing band (LDB) (Figure 2).  

Ruled by microprocessors, the device provides chest 
compressions at a fixed rate of 80 compressions/min and 
is able to achieve a compression depth of 20-30% of the 
thoracic circumference. A motor tightens or loosens the 
LDB while minimizing local stress by distributing the 
compressive load over the chest. 

An overview of relevant literature pertaining to the 

Table 1 Overview of relevant publications for the LUCAS device

First authors Year Study design Objectives Results Conclusion

Steen  

(26) 

2002 (I) Experimental;  

(II) animal testing;  

(III) pilot study in  

humans

Compare the efficacy of  

LUCAS mechanical  

resuscitation device with  

manual compressions

(I) Increased mean pressure and flow  

in LUCAS group; (II) significantly  

higher cardiac output, end tidal CO2, 

carotid blood flow, coronary  

perfusion pressure in LUCAS group; 

(III) easy application and use of the 

device

LUCAS is superior  

compared with  

manual CPR; good 

application in the  

clinical pilot study

Rubertsson 

(23)

2005 Animal testing Compare the efficacy of the 

LUCAS device with standard 

manual chest compressions 

using cerebral blood flow,  

cerebral oxygen extraction 

and end tidal CO2

(I) Higher cerebral blood flow in  

LUCAS group; (II) no difference in  

cerebral oxygen extraction;  

(III) higher end tidal CO2 production in 

LUCAS group

LUCAS is superior  

compared with  

manual CPR

Axelsson 

(27)

2006 Descriptive,  

non-randomized  

controlled trial

Comparison of LUCAS CPR 

with manual CPR; primary 

endpoint: ROSC; secondary 

endpoint: hospital admission 

alive

No significant differences for primary 

and secondary endpoint

LUCAS is not superior 

compared with  

manual CPR

Axelsson 

(28)

2009 Prospective,  

cluster level,  

pseudo-randomized 

pilot trial 

Compare ACD-CPR with  

standard CPR according to 

PETCO2

Mechanical CPR group obtained  

significantly higher PETCO2 compared 

to manual CPR group

LUCAS CPR seems  

to achieve higher 

cardiac output

Rubertsson 

(29)

2014 Multicenter  

randomized trial

Comparison of LUCAS CPR 

with defibrillation versus  

manual CPR; primary  

objective: 4-h survival;  

secondary objective: survival 

up to 6 months, neurological 

outcome

No significant differences for  

primary and secondary endpoint  

between LUCAS CPR and manual 

CPR

LUCAS is not  

superior compared 

with manual CPR

Perkins  

(30)

2015 Multicenter  

randomized  

controlled trial

Comparison of LUCAS CPR 

with manual CPR; primary 

endpoint: 30-day survival;  

secondary endpoints: ROSC, 

survival at 3, 12 months,  

neurologic outcome

No significant differences  for primary 

and secondary endpoints

LUCAS does not  

improve survival

LUCAS, Lund University Cardiac Assist System; CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
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Figure 2 Zoll AutoPulse. Chest compressions are given by the load distributing band. Copyright of the picture by Zoll Medical.

AutoPulse device is given in Table 2. In animal models, 
improved coronary and systemic perfusion was achieved by 
the LDB compared to manual CPR by two mechanisms: 
first through direct cardiac compressions and, secondly, 
by increased intrathoracic pressures, generated through 
airway collapse (41). A direct inverse relationship between 
the amount of expired air and intrathoracic pressure 
could be observed (36). A smaller study showed improved 
survival after LDB-resuscitation in out-of-hospital settings 
in 162 patients undergoing either mechanical or manual 
resuscitation (37). In 2006, Ong and colleagues published 
a phased, non-randomized, observational single center 
study to compare survival rates among patients with 
OHCA receiving CPR either manually or with the use of 
the AutoPulse (39). Between 2001 and 2003, 499 patients 
suffering from cardiac arrest received manual CPR. From 
2003 to 2005, CPR with the AutoPulse was performed 
in 210 patients. Primary endpoint was ROSC. Secondary 
endpoints were survival to hospital admission, survival to 
hospital discharge and neurological and functional status at 
discharge. Rates of ROSC and survival improved after the 
introduction of a LDB. With manual CPR, in 20.2% of the 
patients ROSC could be achieved compared to 34.5% with 
LDB-CPR. Survival to hospital admission improved (11.1% 
vs. 20.9%) as well as survival to hospital discharge (2.9% vs. 
9.7%). However, no significant difference with regard to 
neurological and functional status was reported within the 
group of survivors discharged from hospital. 

A multicenter, randomized trial performed by Hallstrom 
et al. also compared manual CPR to LDB-CPR (38). 
Among 554 patients assigned to the LDB group and 517 to 
the manual CPR group, no significant difference in survival 
at 4 hours was depicted (29.5% vs. 28.5%; P=0.74). The 
LDB group showed worse outcomes with a lower rate of 

hospital discharge (5.8% vs. 9.9%, P=0.04) and reduced 
survival with unaffected neurological status (3.1% vs. 7.5%, 
P=0.006). Due to the worse outcome of patients in the LDB 
group, the trial was terminated in 2005.

In 2014, a large multicenter RCT was published, 
comparing LDB-CPR to manual  CPR (40) .  The 
Circulation Improving Resuscitation Care (CIRC) trial 
included a total of 4,231 patients, divided into the LDB-
CPR cohort (2,099 patients) and the manual CPR cohort 
(2,032 patients). Primary endpoint was survival to hospital 
discharge. Secondary endpoints were defined as sustained 
ROSC, 24-h survival and modified Rankin Score prior 
to discharge. Criteria for inclusion were age over 18 and 
OHCA with presumed cardiac origin. Criteria for exclusion 
were pregnancy, a “do not resuscitate order”, body size too 
big for the device, status of being a prisoner, mechanical 
chest compressions prior to randomization and arrival 
on scene more than 16 min after the emergency call. In 
regards to the primary endpoint, 11% of the patients in the 
manual CPR group survived to hospital discharge compared 
to 9.4% in the LDB group, the difference not being 
statistically significant. In addition, no significant difference 
was observed with regard to neurologic outcome. Hence, 
the study demonstrated that CPR with AutoPulse is not 
superior to manual CPR. 

Injuries induced by the AutoPulse device were similar to 
manual CPR (42). However, severe injuries to the liver or 
other internal organs have been reported in different case 
reports (43).

Discussion

In the treatment of SCA significant improvements have 
been achieved recently, but mortality and morbidity rates 
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still remain high (3,44). The recommended treatment is 
immediate CPR by rhythmical chest compressions and 
ventilation to achieve reperfusion thereby restoring levels of 
ATP and supplying oxygen to brain and heart. One major 
factor which influences the outcome of CPR, such as the 
time delay between patient collapse and initiation of CPR, 
cannot be influenced. If this time is prolonged, heart rhythm 
may convert from VT/VF into asystole/PEA, resulting in 
poor patient outcome (45). Several studies showed that 
continuous chest compressions with adequate frequency and 
compression depth are crucial because circulatory pressure 
immediately drops if chest compressions are discontinued 
(13-15,46). Nevertheless, situations will occur in every 
CPR demanding discontinuation of chest compressions, 
i.e., rhythm analysis before defibrillation, defibrillation 
itself, patient transport or other diagnostic or therapeutic 
interventions. Additionally, it was shown that quality of 
manual CPR is inconsistent and decreases over time, as 
rescue personnel gets tired within short periods of time (47). 
These shortcomings of manual CPR could theoretically 

be overcome by mechanical resuscitation devices which 
generate a constant pressure, frequency and compression 
depth and which may minimizing no flow times. Since 
both devices, LUCAS and AutoPulse may also be used in 
catheter labs unnecessary exposure of medical personal to X 
rays can be avoided. 

For both devices, LUCAS and AutoPulse, experimental 
data are available showing improved coronary and systemic 
circulation and higher rates of ROSC compared to standard 
resuscitation (23-25,48). However, large RCT as the 
LINC- (29) and PARAMEDIC-trial (30) for LUCAS and 
CIRC trial (39) for AutoPulse were not able to demonstrate 
a superiority of mechanical resuscitation over manual CPR. 
However, the quality of clinical trials regarding the efficacy 
of mechanical resuscitation devices may be limited because 
of the clinical heterogeneity in respect to the primary 
endpoints (49). The current results of the CRT regarding 
the efficacy of the LUCAS device are reflected in the actual 
guidelines of the AHA with a recommendation level IIb and 
evidence level (LOE) C (50). Similar to the LUCAS device, 

Table 2 Overview of relevant publications for the AutoPulse device

First authors Year Study design Objectives Results Conclusion

Halperin 
(36)

2004 Animal testing Determine a potential  
hemodynamic improvement 
of CPR with a LDB compared 
to manual CPR

Improved myocardial flow, 
cerebral flow, aortic pressure and 
cardiac perfusion pressure with 
AutoPulse

AutoPulse better than  
manual CPR

Casner  
(37)

2005 Retrospective 
case control; 
matched  
cases

Primary endpoint: patient  
arrival at emergency  
department with measurable 
pulse

Improved outcome for primary  
endpoint with AutoPulse especially 
with non-shockable rhythm

AutoPulse better than  
manual CPR 

Hallstrom 
(38)

2006 Multicenter 
randomized 
trial

Primary endpoint: 4-h  
survival; secondary endpoint: 
survival to hospital discharge/
neurological status among 
survivors

No significant difference for 
primary  
endpoint; lower rate of hospital 
discharge and significant impaired 
neurological status in LDB group

Worse neurological 
outcome and trend 
towards worse survival 
in the LDB group; study 
was terminated

Ong  
(39)

2006 Phased  
observational 
cohort  
evaluation

Primary endpoint: ROSC; 
secondary endpoints: survival 
to hospital  
admission, hospital discharge, 
neurological outcome

Improved rates of ROSC and  
survival with LDB-CPR; no  
significant difference in 
neurological outcome

AutoPulse better than 
manual CPR with regard 
to survival

Wik  
(40)

2014 Multicenter 
randomized 
trial

Primary endpoint: survival to 
hospital discharge; secondary 
endpoint: sustained ROSC, 
24-h survival, neurological  
outcome

No significant difference for 
primary and secondary endpoint

Equivalent survival 
between AutoPulse and 
manual CPR

CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; LDB, load-distributing band; ROSC, return of spontaneous circulation.
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there is insufficient evidence for the superiority of LDB 
devices, reflected by a class IIb recommendation with LOE 
C in the AHA guidelines (50). 

New devices have been developed with modifications 
in design and setup to improve the quality of CPR and 
overcome disadvantages associated with other devices. The 
Corpuls CPR (GS Elektromedizinische Geräte, Kaufering, 
Germany) will be launched in 2015 (Figure 3). A piston 
mounted on a Corpuls CPR arm is attached to a resuscitation 
board to provide chest compression. The arm is adjustable 
in height, allowing optimal fitting to each individual patient 
and easy access for therapeutic interventions. Electrically 
driven, the device can be set to perform between 80 and 120 
chest compressions/min, available in three different set-ups 
(15:2; 30:2; continuous compressions) with an adjustable 
compression depth between 2 and 6 cm. The Corpuls CPR 
is available with three different types of resuscitation boards, 
designed for catheter labs and air and ground ambulances, 
respectively. Up to now, no literature and only prototypes 
are available. 

Conclusions

In conclusion, current studies failed to demonstrate 
an improved clinical outcome when using mechanical 
resuscitation devices compared to manual CPR. Therefore 
a generalized recommendation for the use of mechanical 
resuscitation devices cannot be given. 
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